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This cocktail is a very slight riff on a Prohibition-era classic drink called “The Last Word,” and there’s a reason 

(other than the color) that I chose this drink. The story of Wicked is itself a riff on a classic, and in that magical tale, 

it is Elphaba, the perhaps-not-so-wicked witch, who has the last word. 

It is made with equal parts gin, green Chartreuse, maraschino liqueur and freshly squeezed lime juice—and it is all 

at once herbal, sweet, citrus-y and complex. I have not altered the recipe of The Last Word; rather, I have pushed it 

into “wicked” territory by use of three simple but dramatic special effects: green colorant, black sugar rim and a 

pearlescent edible green glitter.  

And for those special effects, I have renamed my version “Oz-mopolitan.” Enjoy! 

INGREDIENTS (MAKES ONE COCKTAIL) 

3/4 oz. dry gin 

3/4 oz. green Chartreuse liqueur* (see notes) 

3/4 oz. Luxardo maraschino liqueur* 

3/4 oz. freshly squeezed lime juice 

Special effects 

Black sugar sprinkles* 

Pearl green edible glitter* 

Green food coloring 

*NOTES 

Chartreuse is a French liqueur, and there are two varieties of it—yellow and green. The green version (used in this 

drink) is strong, bold and herbaceous, almost medicinal on its own, but delicious and complex in a cocktail. 

Maraschino liqueur is also generally used as a mixer with an anchor spirit, such as vodka or gin. It is not as “cherry 

flavored” as you might expect, but it does lend a tart cherry accent to a cocktail.  

The black sugar and edible shimmer dust I used for this were easy to find on Amazon, but you might also check the 

cake decorating section of a well-stocked craft store, such as Michael’s. Be sure the product you choose is labeled 

“food grade” and/or “edible.” 

INSTRUCTIONS 

Prepare a cocktail glass by swiping a slice of lime all the way around the rim. Sprinkle black sugar onto a clean 

paper towel and roll the outside rim of the glass over the sugar. Do this several minutes ahead, giving the sugar 

time to “set up” on the rim of the glass. Sprinkle a small amount of edible shimmer dust into the bottom of the 

rimmed glass. 

Combine the cocktail ingredients in a shaker, add ice and a drop or two of green food coloring. Shake vigorously for 

about 20 seconds. Strain the cocktail into the glass and watch the shimmer dust create a gorgeous, magical swirl! 
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